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Aromyx Forms Strategic Partnership with Universal Materials Incubator
(UMI) to Expedite Japanese Market Expansion

Investment and Localized Support to Build Services for the Japanese Market Will Help More Japanese
Companies Use Aromyx’s Data and Insights to Cut R&D Cycles on New Food and Beverage O�erings

MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif. – August 31, 2021 –Aromyx, a leading company in applying
biotechnology and data science to capture unique sensory data, today announced a strategic
partnership with Japan-based Universal Materials Incubator (UMI) to grow its footprint in the
Japanese market. Through investment and local in-market business development support,
UMI will help Aromyx continue to build its services and a local footprint in this critical market
where some of Aromyx’s largest customers are based.

Aromyx sensing technology is the first to digitize and quantify the information from the
human receptors from the nose and tongue. Aromyx delivers data that will change how
companies design products, target demographics, forecast trends, and solve global issues
around health and sustainability. By measuring the data that travels from the nose and tongue
to the brain, Aromyx creates actionable intelligence to identify a composite profile and
substitute ingredients that reproduce or enhance characteristics of that substance. These
ingredients can be triaged by the customer based on health and cost criteria in addition to the
flavor.

As Yota Hayama, Principal, UMI said, “Aromyx’s ability to understand consumer preferences
at a geographic level and cut R&D cycles on new food and beverage o�erings will be of great
value to Japanese brands looking to create new products and flavor profiles and test them to
ensure that they will be well-received by Japanese palettes. Additionally, the ability to use
“recommendation engines” to market products to Japanese customers will build demand for
new and existing o�erings. We look forward to helping more Japanese companies benefit from
the value Aromyx brings.”

Personalization of Aromyx data insights based on geography or other consumer characteristics
is a unique feature of its biotechnology platform. Aromyx technology measures the actual
response of the receptors in the human nose and tongue. This data provides a quantitative
supplement to traditional human tasting panels.  Critically, this data can be used to predict
di�erences in consumer preference between countries or other regions with varying levels of
granularity.

“After participating in Aromyx Series A and seeing the value of their technology, and the
traction Aromyx has had with data insights for the Japanese market, it was an obvious next
step to help support their continued success in the Japanese market,” said Koichiro Nakamura,
Founder and General Partner, Sozo Ventures. “From helping onboard a Japanese sales team to

https://www.aromyx.com/
http://www.umi.co.jp/en/


building technology, we look forward to seeing how Aromyx will continue to flourish in this
region.”

About Aromyx
Aromyx uses the biological receptors from the human nose and tongue to create digital
representations of sensory data for multiple applications. Aromyx technology allows our
customers to quantify, reproduce and understand human perception in an unprecedented way.
Aromyx provides direct testing services, in addition to data analysis and software tools. By
enabling clear, reproducible digital representations of smell and taste, Aromyx technology has
the potential to be disruptive across a wide range of industries. Aromyx has its headquarters in
Mountain View, Calif.  Learn more at http://www.aromyx.com.

About Universal Materials Incubator
UMI is a venture capital focusing on chemicals and material science. It was established in
October 2015 based on the vision of “Strengthening Japan’s technological capabilities by
fostering outstanding material and chemical companies and cultivating an industry structure
that can compete in the global area.” Currently operating the UMI 1 & 2 Limited Partnership,
with 19.5 billion yen ($180 M) in committed capital (from January 2016). For further
information please visit www.umi.co.jp/en/.
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